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Nobody knows **your dog** better than **you**
Nobody knows **small dogs** better than **us**

Who better than you can tell us about your little dog? Its needs, its fancies and its character, you know them all by heart. Just as we do. It has been 10 years since Royal Canin created the first Health and Nutrition programme which was built around the specific needs of small dogs. Today, this MINI range steps forwards and offers complete food solutions precisely formulated to preserve the unique healthy balance of each kind of small dogs. So that each dog can live to the full. And longer.
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We have petfood ingredients down to a science!

Developing unique science-based technologies and supplying novel products tailored to meet the specific needs of the petfood industry has been ADF’s mission for over 25 years. Our expertise in processing has provided the petfood market with a consistent supply of high quality protein ingredients. Along the way, our focus has always centered on ingredients of uncompromising quality backed by the solid application of science and the skill of the industry’s finest customer care team.

Creating a brand your customers will love means formulating with ingredients you can trust. And that trust begins with protein ingredients from ADF.

ADF has a complete line of spray-dried protein products for your petfood formulations:

- GRANULATED EGG
- COOKED CHICKEN MEAT
- LIVERS (CHICKEN, PORK)
- ALLERGEN-FREE PROTEINS
- BROTHS
- COMBINATIONS OF PROTEINS

ADF’s comprehensive range of products also includes EXTRUDED PROTEIN COMPLEXES and HIGH QUALITY LIQUID CHICKEN FAT.

For more information call: 800.456.3447 or visit us at: www.adf.com

In Europe, please contact: ADF-CIMA Nutrition nv • +32.56.61.7151 • E-mail: adf@cima.be

All ADF Plants are EU Certified

SUPERIOR AIB RATING
Catterton Partners: fueling growth

“Catterton has been a wonderful financial and business thought partner for us,” says Deborah Ellinger, president of Old Mother Hubbard. She goes on to say, “It has enabled us to make the investments, which were needed over the past few years, to fuel our growth and to fulfill our mission of providing uncompromising nutrition for pets. We couldn’t have made all of the changes we have made without their backing and strong marketing orientation. Wonderful people, too!”

Who are they?
While working on the Old Mother Hubbard profile (p. 18) in this issue, I first learned about Catterton Partners. I was curious, so I checked their website (www.cattertonpartners.com). I learned Catterton is a large private equity company that focuses on the “middle market consumer” that is driven by four primary elements:

1. The market is large and attractive—at US$7.9 trillion, the consumer segment in the US has demonstrated long-term revenue growth.
2. The consumer industry has significant growth potential—attractive investment opportunities in the consumer sector are being driven by numerous factors.
3. The consumer industry leverages its knowledge base.
4. There is a proven track record of success in this arena.

Investment criteria
The Catterton website notes that companies that meet its investment criteria share a number of common features:

➤ A concept with substantial, identifiable consumer demand that can be effectively replicated in multiple markets;
➤ A unique and leverageable brand asset or capability that differentiates the company from its competition;
➤ Attractive business model economics, addressing a specific customer need and demonstrating the operational capabilities to achieve market leadership;
➤ Strong management in place with a proven ability to execute a clearly defined strategic business plan;
➤ A strong, focused and customer-oriented culture;
➤ Significant growth or growth potential and an expansion strategy that is consistent with the company’s performance history; and
➤ A defensible and extendable position in a growing industry category.

What I learned
According to its website, Catterton is able to add value to each investment through: strategic planning; recruiting key members of management; fostering growth; enhancing operating performance; identifying and executing synergistic mergers and acquisitions; and realizing equity value.

It is clear there’s a lot going on in this industry—many layers, many players and many opportunities. It’s a great time to be in the petfood industry!

Corrections
Authors of a palatability article in our December issue prefer the title “Effects of phosphoric acid on cat kibble palatability.” They also emphasize that phosphoric acid can enhance palatability when used with a liquid palatability enhancer (PE) alone, but will significantly decrease palatability when a powdered PE is used. So, it is important to spray phosphoric acid as far from the dry PE application as possible in the coating sequence, and before the fat is applied.

In our January issue, in the article “Industry leaders talk,” Angele Thompson’s first name was misspelled and her location was wrong. Her contact information is: Thompson PetTech, 45 Laurel Dr., New Providence, NJ 07974, Tel: 1.908.898.0055, E-mail: tpettec@cs.com.

Dr. Phillips is the editor of Petfood Industry magazine. He can be reached at Tel: +1.815.734.5644, E-mail: tphillips@wattnet.net.
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FDA approves the first drug for obese dogs

The Food and Drug Administration (FDA) recently announced the approval of Slentrol (dirlotapide), a prescription drug indicated for the management of obesity in dogs. Slentrol reportedly reduces appetite and fat absorption to produce weight loss.

According to Slentrol manufacturer Pfizer Inc., the drug is a new chemical entity, called a selective microsomal triglyceride transfer protein inhibitor, which blocks the assembly and release of lipoproteins into the bloodstream. The mechanism for producing weight loss is not completely understood, but seems to result from reduced fat absorption and a satiety signal from lipid-filled cells lining the intestine.


USDA may expand BSE minimal-risk imports

The US Department of Agriculture’s Animal and Plant Health Inspection Service (APHIS) recently announced a proposal to expand the list of allowable imports from countries recognized as presenting a minimal risk of introducing bovine spongiform encephalopathy (BSE) into the United States. Currently, Canada is the only minimal-risk country designated by the United States.

The proposal expands upon a rule published by APHIS in January 2005 that allowed the importation of certain live ruminants and ruminant products, including cattle under 30 months of age for delivery to a slaughterhouse or feedlot, from countries recognized as minimal risk. The proposed rule was published in the January 9 Federal Register and is available online at www.aphis.usda.gov.

China halts dog cull

Due to thousands of letters from animal lovers around the world, the culling of feral dogs in Beijing to prevent the spread of rabies has been halted. The crackdown started in Beijing at the end of October. In response, the International Fund for Animal Welfare (www.ifaw.org) and other animal rights groups organized letter-writing campaigns. The mass of letters from around the world included one letter signed by 60,000 animal lovers from across China.

Nutritionists launch custom recipe system

Using patent-pending, Internet-based software and all-in-one supplements, pet owners can now create recipes for their dog or cat at home. Sean Delaney, DVM, MS, diplomate of the American College of Veterinary Nutrition, and software engineer Aniel Santos created Balance IT (www.balanceit.com). Initially developed for board certified veterinary nutritionists and later for veterinarians to use to help improve the diets of their patients, Balance IT allows the pet owner a choice of 72 different combinations of common human foods using an online three-step process. Selecting one of the combinations gives the user access to around 400 unique recipes in the Balance IT “cookbook” developed by a team of board certified veterinary nutritionists.

Mark L. Morris Jr., Hill’s product developer, dies

Mark L. Morris Jr., DVM, PhD, died January 14 at his home in Topeka, Kansas, USA. Morris was born in 1934. His father, Mark L. Morris Sr., was a veterinarian who developed a line of therapeutic products, Prescription Diet petfoods.

Following in his father’s footsteps, Morris Jr. expanded the Prescription Diet line. He then developed the commercially successful line of products known as Science Diet petfoods. He also developed the ZuPreem line of products for zoo animals.

Morris served as vice president of scientific activities for the Morris Animal Foundation, the largest nonprofit organization funding animal health studies in the US. Donations in memory of Dr. Mark Morris Jr. may be made to: Morris Animal Foundation, 45 Inverness Drive E., Englewood, Colorado 80112 USA, www.morrisanimalfoundation.org.
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Solutions For Success.

3D Corporate Solutions has its advantages. It's a more effective company because pet food ingredients, service, and logistical solutions are our core business. We have the professional expertise to create, produce, and manage all aspects of ingredients, services, and logistics.

Proven Quality Ingredients and Service.

OUR PRODUCT OFFERING

Fresh / Frozen (Joplin, MO)
Ground Chicken
Emulsified Chicken
Ground Turkey
Emulsified Turkey
Chicken Blend
Backs & Necks
Liver Products
Chicken & Egg
Concentrated Broth
Custom Freezer Storage
Proprietary Products

Spray Dried (Joplin, MO)
Liver & Chicken
Chicken
Turkey
Chicken & Rice
Liver Oil
Fat
Savory Fat
Proprietary Products

Chicken Cook Plant (Danneville, AR)
Chicken Meal (EU & Domestic)
Chicken Fat (EU & Domestic)
Low Ash Chicken Meal (EU & Domestic)

Midland Ingredients (Monett, MO)
White Rice
Brown Rice
Bran
Hulls

Sourcing (Monett, MO)
Poultry By Product Meal
Chicken By product Meal
Pet Food Grade Fat
Feed Grade Fat
Meat & Bone Meal
Pork Meat & Bone Meal

Logistical Services (Monett, MO)
Rail
Truck: Hopper/Reefer/Dry Van

P.O. Box 478 • 200 N Central • Monett, MO 65708 • Phone 417-236-9602 • Fax 417-236-0039
Our digital edition offers you the opportunity to read each issue right on your desktop. Viewable on any internet browser, it maintains the look and feel of the print version. Visit [www.petfoodindustry-digital.com](http://www.petfoodindustry-digital.com) to see for yourself. If you choose, you may receive your issue in digital format each month!
Queen Sirikit National Convention Center in Bangkok, Thailand, is again host to Southeast Asia’s premier event for the animal feed, aquafeed, petfood and grain processing industries. The exhibition will have a dedicated area devoted to Thai and Chinese companies that manufacture and develop equipment and technology for these industries.

Conferences organized by the Thai Department of Livestock Development on animal feed and an aquafeed workshop organized by Aquafeed.com USA will be repeated in 2008. A new conference will also be included—Petfood Forum—organized by Petfood Industry magazine, published by Watt Publishing Co. It will follow the format of the well-known event organized by Watt in the US and the Netherlands. Further information is available at www.victam.com.

**New website for job opportunities**

A website has been developed to help companies find qualified individuals and help individuals advance their careers. Job-seekers can visit www.petfoodindustryjobs.com on a regular basis and watch for new postings. To be more proactive with your search, post your profile and have potential employers contact you. Sales managers, general managers and human resource managers can post their job openings to help find the best individuals.

**Alcan promotes Gordon to president and CEO**

Alcan announces the appointment of Ilene Gordon to president and CEO of Alcan Packaging and senior vice president of Alcan Inc. Gordon, who is presently president of Alcan Packaging Food Americas sector, succeeds Christel Bories, who was recently appointed president and CEO of Alcan Engineered Products. Both appointments took effect December 1, 2006.

**New BSE hypothesis being studied in EU**

Scrapie is generally considered, but not proven, to be the source of bovine spongiform encephalopathy (BSE). The European Commission’s Fifth Framework Program has funded a five-year project (the SC GUT project) to address scrapie and BSE in sheep. The SC GUT project studies scrapie and BSE in sheep and mice, using novel experimental methods. It is hoped that these studies will result in a better understanding of the early pathogenesis of scrapie and BSE, and this will contribute to the better application of diagnostic methods.
and control strategies, leading to safer food sources for consumers.

Results from this project are demonstrating that although deformed prions are a characteristic of transmissible spongiform encephalopathies (TSEs), it is possible that they are not the initial infectious agent. This theory is based on how these proteins are absorbed in the sheep gut. In addition, experiments suggest that in the normal animal almost all ingested prions will be digested before they could be absorbed by the gut—supporting the theory that prions do not cause the disease by passing through the gut wall.

The new discovery does not rule out the possibility that prion proteins, if absorbed in sufficient amounts, might still cause disease, or it may be that prions directly infect nerve endings by some other mechanism.

**Taiwan petfood market developments**

The US exported US$23 million of petfood to Taiwan in 2005, a 53% increase over 2004 exports. Although the US leads (in close heat with Australia), Taiwan still imports petfood from a diverse range of countries. In 2005, Taiwan’s imports of petfood totaled US$57 million, a nearly 14% increase from 2004. US petfood imports continue to recover from an 80% fall due to BSE concerns in 2003; rebounding in 2006 is expected to continue over the next few years, and market size is expected to increase. With renewed effort from US petfood exporters, the 40% US market share could continue to grow, solidifying the US position as the chief petfood exporter to Taiwan.

Taiwan’s rapid globalization has led to an increased focus on health and nutrition for everyone, including household pets. Traditionally, Taiwan household pets have been fed leftovers, but rising income and western influence have led to increased demand for specifically manufactured petfood. On the whole, Taiwan generally follows pet trends set in the US or Japan. For the entire USDA Foreign Agricultural Service report, go to www.fas.usda.gov/scriptsw/attacherep/attache_lout.asp.

**Hinkens joins FSNS**

Jay Hinkens has been named laboratory manager for Food Safety Net Services (FSNS) in the Dallas/Fort Worth, Texas, USA, facility. During his 17-year career in the laboratory testing industry, he has served as a consultant, lab director and technical sales manager.
Using non-traditional ingredients in unconventional petfoods

Fresh, real, meat, holistic, and raw are all terms used in profusion to describe the many new products emerging onto the scene in the petfood aisle. These are all a part of the movement underfoot in the petfood industry to create more humanized foods that use meaningful language to consumers, and/or take advantage of new approaches to dog and cat nutrition like the growing popularity of home prepared and raw foods.

Join David Lummis of Packaged Facts and Dr. Greg Aldrich from Pet Food & Ingredient Technology, Inc., for a discussion on the types of ingredients that are being used in this next generation of petfoods. These ingredients include fresh/frozen meats, whole animal/bird parts, and fruits and vegetables.

In This Webinar, You Will Hear:

- What are the key ingredients in the next generation of pet foods?
- What are the opportunities for new products using these ingredients?
- What are the challenges for manufacturers who choose to use these ingredients?

To register, go to www.wattnet.com/websem/home.htm

Speakers

David Lummis
Pet Market Analyst, Packaged Facts

Greg Aldrich
Consultant, Pet Food & Ingredient Technology, Inc.
New on the Shelves

Editor's note: Submissions and feedback are welcome. Contact Jenny Kvamme, Tel: +1.815.734.5637, Fax: +1.815.734.5649, E-mail: jkvamme@watnet.net

Freshly prepared meals for dogs

Deli Fresh and Homestyle Select are freshly prepared meals of real meats and vegetables, according to the manufacturer, Freshpet. Because of the meat content and lack of preservatives, these products need to be kept refrigerated. Each meal contains 70% meat protein mixed with carrots, peas and brown rice to form a complete and balanced meal. The cooked meals come in three sizes from 1.5-pound up to 6-pound rolls. www.delifreshpet.com; www.homestyleselect.com

Guilt-free dog treats from Dad’s

Dad’s Treats has introduced a new product, Guilt-Free Treats. The soft, chewy dog treats are formulated to have no artificial flavors or colors and have 33% less fat than leading brands of dog snacks, according to the company. The treats are heart-shaped and come in Bacon or Bacon & Cheese flavors. www.dadstreats.com

Pork and potato hypoallergenic diet

According to Burns Pet Nutrition, its new hypoallergenic diet offers a lean and high-quality protein source with a good balance of amino and fatty acids. Pork & Potato contains no wheat, soy, rice or chicken, colors, flavorings or artificial preservatives. www.burns-pet-nutrition.co.uk

European delicatessen dog biscuits

Rodi has created a new concept based on the premium multi-layered dog biscuits produced by its bakery in Denmark. Formulated from human-grade recipes, Euro-Deli dog biscuits come in six flavors including Pizzas di Roma, Wiener Schnitzels, Danish Cookies, Belgium Bonbon, German Bratwursts and Irish Stew Bones. www.rodi-petfood.nl
Not satisfied with the status quo, we continue to innovate technologically advanced corn-based feed. Through the Broin Companies’ biorefining ethanol production technology called BFRAC™, our research and development teams have developed new Dakota Gold® Dried Distillers Grain Products that further optimize the nutrition found in each kernel of corn.

Meaning you can focus on profitable nutrition. Not wonder if there’s something better out there.

Because we have the building block feed products to begin the balancing of your rations: Dakota Gold® Dakota Gold BPX™ Dakota Gold® HP™ Dakota Bran™ Dakota Gold® Corn Germ Dehydrated™ All have the Dakota Gold® constants: unmatched product consistency and quality, with extensive support data and composite means for each and every nutrient.
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ASIA PACIFIC

SPF Australia
contact@spfaus.com

SPF China
contact@spf.com.cn

EUROPE

SPF Spain

SPF France

SPF Hungary

SPF United Kingdom

LATIN AMERICA

SPF Argentina

SPF Colombia

SPF do Brasil

SPF Mexico

NORTH AMERICA

SPF North USA

SPF South USA

www.spf-diana.com

走近您, 走近您的文化
ใกล้ชิดคุณ ใกล้ชิดลังค์
The Better
お客様、お客様の文化により近く

Closer to your factories, closer to your local expectations of performance, cost and regulation. SPF Asia Pacific Team produces and customizes superior palatability solutions according to your needs in Asia and Australia.
Spend much time at the Old Mother Hubbard corporate offices and you’ll sense a missionary zeal backed by good business practices. I was there in January and met about 30 of the people and pets that work there. They were bright-eyed, bushy-tailed and authentic. I saw enough to think their mission and cultural values are real—not just platitudes suitable for framing.

Says CEO Jim Scott Jr., “Our core competency is teamwork focused on doing whatever it takes to make the healthiest petfood possible.” The result is a company launching inspired new products and growing at 20-30% per year.

Recent achievements
All is well with OMH new product endeavors. Since 1997, the company has launched many of its best-selling products. OMH was spun off in 1926 from Hubbard & Sons, a Massachusetts bakery. In 1961, Jim Scott Sr. purchased the business, and in 1992, Jim Scott Jr. became the company president and subsequently CEO. Recent OMH achievements have included:

➤ 1997—the launch of the Wellness product line with dry dog food.
➤ 2000-2003—the extension of the Wellness product line to include dry cat foods, wet dog and cat foods, treats and supplements.
➤ 2004—the Scott family’s selection of Catterton Partners (www.cattertonpartners.com) as a financial partner. (OMH is now privately held by the Scott family and Catterton Partners.)
➤ 2004—becoming the number one

Business basics

**Headquarters:** Chelmsford, Massachusetts, USA.

**Officers:** Jim Scott Jr., CEO; Deborah Ellinger, president; Michael Meyer, COO; Jean Lizotte, VP new products; and Mark Shuster, VP marketing.

**Financial partner:** Catterton Partners, a private equity firm. OMH is now privately held by the Scott family and Catterton Partners.

**Annual sales:** The compound annual growth rate for Wellness has been at an average of over 30% in the past five years. The company is expecting continued, sustainable growth of 20-30% for the next several years. Total sales undisclosed.

**Brands:** Old Mother Hubbard, Wellness and Neura Meats.

**Manufacturing:** A network of 11 processing companies qualified by OMH.

**Employees:** 110.

**Websites:** [www.oldmotherhubbard.com](http://www.oldmotherhubbard.com) and [www.wellnesspetfood.com](http://www.wellnesspetfood.com).
well, be well

Hubbard’s mission: healthier pets, living longer lives

natural food supplier to the US pet specialty channel, according to OMH.

➤ 2004—the launch of Wellness Simple Food Solutions, a line of food for dogs with allergies.
➤ 2004-2006—recruitment of a top-notch management team.
➤ 2005—expansion of manufacturing capacity by appointing two bakeries, a new canned facility and a new extrusion plant.
➤ 2006—the launch of WellBites and Pure Rewards, all-natural dog treats.
➤ 2006—the launch of Wellness 95% Meat, a mixer or topper than comes in a can.
➤ 2006—the celebration of 80 years of product innovation.

Wait, there’s more. In early 2007, OMH is introducing:

➤ Wellness Feline Dietary Solutions—Complete Health; Healthy Weight; Kitten Health; and Indoor Health.
➤ Wellness CORE—a grain-free, protein-focused feline diet that addresses key health concerns.

OMH must be doing a lot of things right—the compound annual growth rate for Wellness has significantly outstripped the market for the past five years, at an average of over 30%. President Deborah Ellinger says the company is expecting continued, sustainable growth of 20-30% for the next several years—a pace that would put them among the top 10 global petfood companies.

Mission and values

At OMH, says Scott, “Family is number one and the job is a close second.”

Steps for product development

Here is OMH’s basic framework for producing new products:

Concepting: market analysis; consumer research; and identify market and product requirements.

Feasibility: project scope and timeline; project team ID; supplier ID/contracts; and supplier and testing scheduling.

Product development: formula development; test runs; and acceptability, palatability trials.

Marketing: creative development; naming; positioning; main packaging (concepts, testing and final); sample packaging; and master carton.

Qualification and execution: packaging printing and availability; raw materials availability; distribution center setup; launch materials and programs developed; notification and training; field sales; consumer services; final forecast; and final cost and margins.

General availability: PR and Web; begin manufacturing; build supply; QA release; and available to ship.

The company culture encourages OMH people to have these priorities. In addition to the personal meaning of family, Scott talks about a familial feeling at work. He wants his team to work with “cooperation, trust and collegiality.”

The OMH mission is “to provide our animal companions with the best-tasting, most nutritionally balanced foods and treats available.” The company is committed to a “holistic approach to a healthy, nutritious diet” and to its independent pet specialty store partners.

Says Scott, “We have a fundamental responsibility to do the very best for the animals that provide us with unconditional love, trust and companionship.” Other basic values are:

➤ Seeking out natural, preventive health care solutions for pets.

➤ Being thoughtful about what’s happening on the inside of an animal, as well as the outside.

➤ Using the very best ingredients, mixed and cooked by people who care about the quality of what they are making.

➤ Making OMH products available in environments where there is a shared dedication to knowledge and to doing what is best for animals.
Eye contact
OMH has now has 11 manufacturing partners. Ellinger contends that it’s best for OMH to remain focused on the end result of creating the healthiest petfoods. So, they choose not to manufacture. But, that doesn’t mean they don’t expect a lot from manufacturing. Management carefully selects manufacturers that can do the job the OMH way. Ellinger recently investigated 16 plants, of which only two measured up to OMH’s standards.
The company also believes in a relentless approach to quality assurance. QA manager Karalyn Naiburg, who joined OMH from Starbucks, runs a tight ship. She believes in applying human food standards to petfood, and her team’s regular plant audits help keep manufacturers in top form. OMH also has QA inspectors on site at their warehouses identifying areas of opportunity for improvement.
OMH expects that people on the processing line care about the quality of what they are making. Says COO Michael Meyer, “Our vendors are not just manufacturers, but true partners who share our mission and commitment. At the end of the day, it’s about people and shared beliefs.” One criteria Meyer uses is the question, “Do the people on the line look you in the eye?” Makes sense to me.

Next stop Singapore
Having succeeded in establishing a healthy business in the US, OMH is now looking at the world for business-building opportunities. The company has received numerous inquiries from companies that are interested in distributing Old Mother Hubbard products in Europe and Asia. OMH will be launching in its first overseas market, beginning in the first half of 2007, with shipments to Singapore. OMH will ship direct from its warehouse in Salt Lake City, USA, to a distributor in Singapore. If this initial effort is successful the company will expand into other Asian markets and possibly Europe.
When a batch of pet food is ejected from the game or delayed in storage waiting for a ruling from Quality Control, it’s very costly. So back in 2000, Ben Bowen and his team of chemists in Kemin Customer Laboratory Services decided to bench the old AOCS method for measuring lipid oxidation status which was slow, inaccurate and limited. They spent three years developing our proprietary FOX II method that provides fully integrated, highly accurate data on primary and secondary lipid oxidation in just 1.8 days. No more pet food being falsely accepted, rejected or delayed.

BEN’S OFFICIAL DUTIES NOW.
Today, Ben and his CLS team are working on an advanced method to measure propanal, the key secondary oxidation compound in several types of essential fatty acids.

NO MORE BAD CALLS.
When you need fast, accurate laboratory analysis, rely on the pros in Kemin Customer Laboratory Services. We can help you avoid the quality control equivalent of “Hey, ref! Are you BLIND?”

CALL 877-890-1462, OXIDATION REFEREES ARE STANDING BY. WWW.KEMIN.COM
Numerous new niches are springing up throughout the global petfood market. Consider this partial list: fresh chilled; raw; organic; grain free; human-quality ingredients; natural; exotic ingredients; superpremium; ultrapremium; home-cooked meals fortified with supplements; meat-centric and protein-focused diets. There are also niche diets for: skin health; gut health; dental health; urinary tract health; weight management; puppy trainability; large breed puppies; performance; seniors; and pets with allergies. What’s your next niche?

Upsurge of novel positions

Recent interviews of petfood professionals by *Petfood Industry* have elicited the following comments about the upsurge of new petfood niches.

» Pet owners’ desire to treat their pets especially well will lead to even more niche markets.

» The intense communication of pet owners via the Internet is leading to groups of customers with very specific requirements.

» The industry will become more fragmented as pet owners seek out customized dietary solutions for their pets.

» A broad cross-section of nontraditional ingredients are now popular in dry petfoods.

» In Western Europe, companies are noticing a shift from leading brands to niche products.

» Unearthing new needs and selling value-added pet products will expand the total Japanese market.

More evidence: “The demand for health-oriented products will have developed extensively in terms of sophistication by 2010,” predicts Euromonitor. This trend will be amplified “by manufacturers’ efforts to generate growth in mature markets through product innovation.” Put another way, the number of new petfood niches will multiply.

The future: genomics

*Petfood Industry* recently talked with Sean Delaney, DVM, DACVN (www.dvmconsulting.com). When asked about future new niches, he predicted: “I anticipate a growth in the number of foods that are perceived as natural or organic by the consumer. In addition, foods that use novel ingredients will continue to be a popular niche.

“At the same time, the number of foods that have some functional qualities beyond meeting known nutritional requirements will grow,” Delaney continued. “Much of this growth will be spurred by developments in nutritional genomics where foods can be tailored to specific breeds’ and even individual’s genetic needs.”

We also asked Delaney about formulating petfoods for various health conditions. He pointed out that such formulation “relies on the strength of the supporting science. One must feel confident that the nutritional interven-
tion will result in good and not cause harm.” In addition, he said, “The formulation must be feasible and palatable. The best theoretical formulation isn’t going to help any pet if it can’t be made and won’t be eaten.”

DIY processing

US estimates indicate over 2.5 million dogs and cats receive the majority of their calories from home-cooked foods (do it yourself processing). They’re often deficient in key nutrients like calcium, iron and taurine, which can lead to problems like fractured bones, anemia and heart failure.

Delaney and software engineer Ainel Santos have developed a product called Balance IT (www.balanceit.com). It is a way to feed fresh human food to pets—using Internet based software and all-in-one supplements. The line includes two retail products: Balance IT canine & Balance IT feline, which can be used to create thousands of different recipes. There are also supplements for dogs and cats with liver or kidney disease.

Formulation resources

➤ Formulation software: Many programs are available. It is best to choose one that specializes in petfood formulation—www.formatinternational.com; www.agri-data.com.
➤ Consultants: There are numerous formulation and marketing consultants that work throughout the world—you can find some of them at www.petfoodindustry.com: Click Directories, click the Petfood Industry logo and then click Services.

Bottom line

Manufacturers will increasingly be testing the skills of petfood formulators. As new science and pet humanization lead to new niches and competition becomes more complex, formulators will be asked to fill more niches.

Problems?

We solve ‘em daily for petfood manufacturers worldwide

“We’ve too many particles left in the machine when we emulsify bones”

“We need output capacity of 500 to 2,000 pounds or more per minute”

“We’re spending too much time dismantling and cleaning”

“If any of these comments sound familiar, call us now at 313-873-1800. You will talk with a person who actually knows petfood manufacturing, understands your problem, and will offer a solution. You will find that our flagship products are stainless steel, sanitary, heavy duty, low maintenance and made in the USA.

PAPPAS, Inc.
Established 1921

575 E. Milwaukee  •  Detroit, MI 48202  •  1-800-521-0888
Outside US: 313-873-1800  •  Fax: 313-873-7805
Email: sales@pappasinc.com  •  Website: www.pappasinc.com

The Pappas 225 DPE Emulsifier features our unique “floating knives.” It works equally well with the driest and the wettest inputs.
Petfood Forum 2007, the meeting place for petfood professionals, offers intelligence on new products and exposure to new business and networking opportunities.

Scheduled for April 16-18 at the Hyatt Regency O’Hare near Chicago, Illinois, USA, Petfood Forum provides face-to-face contact with experts on petfood marketing, production, nutrition and regulatory issues, along with suppliers and your industry peers. New this year, three general sessions on Wednesday, April 18, will provide unique insights from petfood company and pet retailing executives, plus exclusive, in-depth research on the industry. (You’ll hear it here first!)

Petfood Forum 2007 will be immediately followed on April 18-19 by Petfood Focus on Treats, a comprehensive, in-depth educational program on the exploding market for pet treats.

Following is the most accurate and up-to-date scheduling, topic and speaker information available at press time. More information will appear in the March issue. Bookmark www.wattnet.com/petfoodforum for updates. If you have specific questions, contact Marcia Riddle (attendees) at E-mail: mriddle@wattnet.net; Tel: +1.815.734.5633 or Ginny Stadel (exhibitors) at E-mail: gstadel@wattnet.net; Tel: +1.815.734.5691.

Sessions in the same time slot are concurrent.

**Petfood Forum 2007**

**Monday, April 16**
- 1:00-7:30 pm Registration
- 5:30-7:30 pm Reception

**Tuesday, April 17**
- 7:00-8:00 am Breakfast
- 8:00-8:40 am
  > The latest packaging materials and equipment: Tom Egan of the Packaging Machinery Manufacturers Institute covers Wal-Mart’s sustainable packaging initiative, new retort technology and other topics.
  > Cognitive palatability testing: Joseph Araujo, PhD, of CanCog Technologies explains a cognitive palatability assessment protocol based on associative learning, similar to how we select food at a supermarket.
- 11:00-11:40 am
  > US regulatory report: David Dzanis, DVM, PhD, of Dzanis Consulting updates the US petfood regulation scene, including a proposal that would require calorie content statements on labels and new rules expressly for organic petfoods.
- 9:00 am-7:30 pm Exhibits open
- 9:30-10:10 am Break
- 10:15-10:55 am
  > Popular functional ingredients: Greg Aldrich, PhD, of Pet Food & Ingredient Technology Inc. describes some of the ingredients fueling the hot functional products market.
  > Obesity prevention: Sean Delaney, DVM, of Davis Veterinary Medical Consulting explores the downside of highly palatable petfoods.
- 11:00-11:40 am
  > Packaging—noteworthy issues: The impact of new product introductions on petfood packaging, such as the need for quick turnaround.
  > New and significant global regulations: Terry Plant, regulatory consultant, highlights the most important regulations around the world for petfood producers.
- 11:45 am-1:00 pm Lunch
- 1:00-1:40 pm
  > Scrutinizing superpremium petfoods: Nancy Kerns, editor of Whole Dog Journal, shares her insights on the increasingly complex task of choosing the best dog food.
  > Nutrition for skin and gut health: Sally Perea, DVM, of Davis Veterinary Medical Consulting delves into the science behind these two expanding niches.

Expand your knowledge at this can’t-miss event and at Petfood Focus on Treats!
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Petfood Focus on Treats
Wednesday, April 18

1:00-3:00 pm  Registration
3:00-3:40 pm  Treat market overview: Euromonitor’s data on treat sales and trends, presented by Bruce McKay, an experienced industry professional.

3:40-4:10 pm  Break
4:10-4:50 pm  Functional ingredients in treats: Greg Aldrich, PhD, of Pet Food & Ingredient Technology Inc. on popular functional treat components.

4:50-5:30 pm  Treat production innovations:

Ameri-Pac provides support services to Petfood Suppliers & Manufacturers.

Our Ameri-Mills facility is dedicated to processing ingredients destined for petfood manufacturers. We blend unique ingredients into custom premixes and prepare standard ingredients for further processing.

Ameri-Mills is free of any Specific Risk Materials (SRM’s) or any drug or antibiotic ingredients.

Let Ameri-Pac support your operations with our ingredient processing capabilities.

816.233.4530
www.Ameri-Pac.com
St. Joseph, Missouri

Certified WBENC Women Business Enterprise

Ameri-Pac

816.233.4530
www.Ameri-Pac.com
St. Joseph, Missouri

Our Ameri-Mills facility is dedicated to processing ingredients destined for petfood manufacturers. We blend unique ingredients into custom premixes and prepare standard ingredients for further processing.

Ameri-Mills is free of any Specific Risk Materials (SRM’s) or any drug or antibiotic ingredients.

Let Ameri-Pac support your operations with our ingredient processing capabilities.

816.233.4530
www.Ameri-Pac.com
St. Joseph, Missouri

Certified WBENC Women Business Enterprise
At 12 years of age, Rodney has moderate joint pain, particularly in his hips. A specially formulated pet food helps him feel like a pup again.
PALATANT PERFECTION

Rodney Isn’t Perfect. But With AFB’s Help, His Dinner Is.

Today, pet food manufacturers are providing more than nutrition. They’re delivering benefits for dogs and cats with a wide variety of challenging conditions. Making sure that these exciting new pet foods taste great to pets is AFB’s job and nobody does it better.


AFB is better suited than ever to give pet food marketers a real competitive advantage. Our new resource center expands AFB’s R&D capabilities and is the palatant industry’s most comprehensive facility. Working closely with our customers, we can create palatant technology that precisely matches the requirements of specialty products currently under development anywhere in the world.

To learn more about AFB’s comprehensive resource center, contact a sales director listed below or visit www.afbinternational.com.
Paul McKeithan of Aeroglide shares his experiences and R&D work.

Thursday, April 19

7:00-8:00 am  Breakfast
8:00-8:40 am  Treats for other species: Andrew Messinger of Vitakraft looks at treat market development for species other than dogs and cats.

8:40-9:20 am  Case study—Greenies: Tiffany Bierer, PhD, of Mars PetCare reports on biometric research that led to the reformulated Greenies treats.

9:20-10:00 am  Packaging—new ideas for treats: Major themes are convenience, merchandising and moisture and aroma barriers.

10:00-10:30 am  Break

10:30-11:10 am  Treats for dental health: Jennifer Larsen, DVM, of Davis Veterinary Medical Consulting covers the science behind dental health treats.

11:10-11:50 am  Regulatory issues with treats: David Dzanis, DVM, PhD, of Dzanis Consulting explains additional regulatory issues for treats with added nutrients.

Petfood Forum 2007 exhibitors

A press time, the following organizations were registered. Names in bold and red are also advertisers in this issue. Look for more information in the March issue.

A&J Mixing International Inc.
ADM Alliance Nutrition
Advanced BioNutrition Corp., p. 12
Aeroglide Corp., p. 11
AFB International, pp. 26-27
Alabama Power
Alcan Inc.
Amari-Pac Inc., p. 25
APEC, p. 49
Bachelor Controls Inc., p. 45
Baker Perkins Inc.
Bankcroft Bag Inc.
BASF
Bliss Industries Inc., p. 48
Büehler Inc.
Cereal Byproducts Co., p. 48
CFS
CPM Roskamp Champion, p. 37
CPM Wolverine Proctor LLC, p. 37
Coating Excellence International
Columbia/Okura LLC, p. 39
Conformo Clad
Coperion Corp.
Cossini
Creative Formulation Concepts LLC, p. 48
Dakota Gold Marketing, p. 15
Daregon Devices Inc.
Dinnissen BV
DSM Nutritional Products
Enzyme Development Corp.
Evanger’s Dog & Cat Food Co.
Expack
Extru-Tech Inc., p. 39
Food Safety Net Services
Foss North America
Fres-Co System USA Inc.
Geelen Counterflow USA Inc.
Griffin Cardwell
Griffin Industries Inc., p. 47
GTC Nutrition, p. 20
Harpak Inc.
Harpo Inc.
Hesco Inc., p. 45
IEH Laboratories & Consulting Group
International Fiber Corp.
International Ingredient Corp., p. 33
IPE/IPE
Kansas City Area Development Council
Kemin Nutrisurance Inc., p. 21
Marshall Industrial Dried Goods, p. 46
Midwest Laboratories Inc., p. 45
Naturex
Neogen
New Jersey Feed Laboratory Inc.
Nordenia
Novus International Inc.
Omega Protein Inc., p. 12
Pappas Inc., p. 23
Parsons-Eagle Packaging Systems
Peel Plastic Products Ltd., p. 51
The Peterson Co., p. 44
Petfood Enterprise Technologies LLC
Pizzey’s Milling, p. 47
ProfFood International Inc., p. 48
Reuther Verpackung GmbH & Co. KG
Romer Labs Inc., p. 48
Rose Acre Farms Inc./NEPCO
Scan American Corp.
Schenck AccuRate
Sola Food Technology B.V.
Silva International Inc.
Simmons Feed Ingredients
Sino-Alga Biotechnology Ltd.
SPF, pp. 2, 16-17
Spray Dynamics Ltd.
Summit Ridge Farms, p. 7
Sun Opta Ingredients Group
The Scolar Co.
Trouw Nutrition USA
Tyson Specialty Products Division
US Commodities Inc.
Vicam, p. 40
Wenger Manufacturing Inc., p. 52
Werthian Packaging Inc.
Zip-Pak
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New products, new opportunities
Register now for Petfood Forum Europe 2007!
May 8, Jaarbeurs Halls, Utrecht, Netherlands

This conference will be the exciting petfood portion of the Victam International Conference—the world’s premier agrifeed show. Petfood Forum Europe connects you with other leaders in the global petfood industry.

You will learn about:
• New and functional/healthy ingredients.
• Debate: nutrition and longevity.
• Advances in palatability testing.
• European sales trends.
• Niche markets.
• Production innovations.

Registration is €195 and includes all educational sessions plus breakfast, lunch and an afternoon refreshment break.

To register, turn the page or visit www.wattnet.com/petfoodforum/forumeurope.cfm.

To find out more about Victam International and available hotels, visit www.victam.com.
Registration Form
(Or register online at www.wattnet.com/petfoodforum/forumeurope.cfm)

Petfood Forum Europe 2007
Tuesday, 8 May, 2007
Jaarbeurs Halls
Utrecht, Netherlands

Rate: €195.
This includes all educational sessions plus breakfast, lunch and an afternoon refreshment break.

Please type or print CLEARLY, IN CAPITAL LETTERS (as you would like it to appear on your name tag):
Name (last, first) ____________________________ Company name ____________________________
Address ___________________________________ City _______________________________
State _______________ Zip/postal code ___________ Country/province ___________________
Phone _____________________ Fax ___________________________ E-mail _______________________

Additional attendees: ___________________________________________________________
___________________________________________________________________________

Method of payment: ☐ Check ☐ Money order ☐ MasterCard ☐ VISA
☐ American Express ☐ Discover

Personal name on credit card ___________________ Card number ___________________
Signature _____________________________________ Expiration date ___________________

Please return this form with full payment (payable to Watt Publishing Co.—Petfood Forum Europe 2007) to:
Petfood Forum Europe 2007
122 S. Wesley Ave.
Mt. Morris, IL 61054-1497 USA
Fax +1.815.734.5631

NOTE: Registrations will not be processed without payment. Substitution of registered personnel is available at no charge. Watt Publishing Co. reserves the right to substitute speakers and change schedule as necessary. If you or anyone in your party requires special assistance, please contact Marcia Riddle at mriddle@wattnet.net or +1.815.734.5633.

Be sure to also book your hotel at www.hotelpartner.nl/victam soon!

Are you interested in exhibiting at Victam International 2007?
Please provide the following information:
Name ____________________________ Company name ____________________________
Telephone _______________________ E-mail ____________________________
Or contact Ginny Stadel at +1.815.734.5691 or gstadel@wattnet.net.
For more information, visit www.wattnet.com/petfoodforum/eurexhreg.cfm.
Examining regulatory concerns

Regulatory experts discuss BSE and other issues affecting petfood manufacturers

BY JENNY KVAMME, DVM

Petfood products are closely regulated by government agencies around the globe. Regulations are continually being created and modified, which can present a challenge when it comes to keeping track of all the main issues of concern. Petfood Industry asked several groups what regulatory issues topped their list of current concerns and why. We talked to private consultants, manufacturer’s associations, government agencies and industry associations to get their input (see p. 32). Their answers to two questions follow.

Q. What regulatory issues have been taking up your time lately, and why are these issues of current concern?

Dzanis: For me, as the AAFCO Pet Food Committee Advisor for the American College of Veterinary Nutrition, the single specific issue has been the College’s proposed amendment of AAFCO PF9 to require calorie content statements on all dog and cat foods. The calorie content statement is arguably the most important individual piece of nutritional information on the label, not only for dogs and cats with “weight issues.” Requiring such information will help pet owners and veterinarians choose the most appropriate product for an individual animal. Petfood companies will benefit by creation of a level playing field and generation of goodwill with consumers.

Ekedahl: The continued problem with exporting US-made petfood into China, due to that country’s registration requirements. PFI has also been working to correct ingredient prohibitions in a variety of countries stemming from the discovery of BSE in North America. Domestically, PFI continues to work with AAFCO and FDA on labeling and product claim issues. We have spent a great deal of time combating unfair and potentially damaging petfood tax proposals in some states, none of which passed during last year’s legislative sessions.

PFI’s work with AAFCO on petfood labeling issues resists those that are not needed to show the safety of petfood products—such as the request for mandatory calorie statements on all petfood and treats.

Ekedahl: The continued problem with exporting US-made petfood into China, due to that country’s registration requirements. PFI has also been working to correct ingredient prohibitions in a variety of countries stemming from the discovery of BSE in North America. Domestically, PFI continues to work with AAFCO and FDA on labeling and product claim issues. We have spent a great deal of time combating unfair and potentially damaging petfood tax proposals in some states, none of which passed during last year’s legislative sessions.

Harrison: Review of Animal By-Products Regulation 1774/2002 (ABPR) has been an important issue for us (PFMA) over the last few months, as it regulates the use of animal-based raw materials for the production of petfood. Since ABPR came into effect in 2003, industry and regulators have worked to reduce the anomalies and inconsistencies in the existing legislation. The European Union (EU) Commission has decided to rewrite the legislation.

PFMA has also been working with FEDIAF (the European Pet Food Federation) on the Guide to Good Practice for the Manufacture of Safe Pet Foods. The guide will support petfood manufacturers in complying with requirements in Feed Hygiene Regulation 183/2005 EC, which came into effect in January 2006.

Plant: One of the major concerns for new businesses in Europe is the new set of EU Feed Hygiene Regulations (183/2005/EC). The interrelationship between this regulation and the Marketing Directive (79/373/EEC, as amended) requires the plant/business registration/approval number to be included in the statutory declaration.

The new regulations apply to all
feed and petfood; cloning; dioxin findings and conferences; ingredient approval slowdown; and EU feed hygiene regulation—among others. These issues play a role in market demands, as well as potential and new regulation changes.

**Syverson:** First, the use of illegal/unapproved substances in animal feed, rendering the product misbranded and/or adulterated. A subset of this type of violation is the use of approved substances for unapproved purposes. Second, claims made in labeling, or established by the intended uses of additives, which define the product as a drug where the additive is not an approved new animal drug—thereby rendering the product misbranded and/or adulterated.

These issues are important because safety, efficacy and utility are paramount to proper nutrition. Performance claims and any indication that a petfood product is intended or implied to treat, mitigate, prevent or improve conditions or diseases where the product is not approved for these purposes can lead to inappropriate customer diagnosis, misdiagnosis and delayed treatment.

In many cases, basic consumer fraud is the issue where misbranding occurs. Another aspect would be an issue for responsible businesses. A manufacturer, distributor or guarantor is incurring some risks in using unapproved substances, or making inappropriate claims, with regard to product liability and their relationship with their product liability insurance carrier. Self preservation includes being in compliance with the applicable regulations.

**Wilder:** Since 2003, when Canada had its first case of BSE, many markets have been closed to Canadian petfoods, or if open, have had rigorous export rules. As a result, Canada has made some significant announcements during the past year, including enhancements to our Feed Ban, which will include, for the first time, petfoods.

New BSE import rules will require exporters to meet import criteria that will include import permits and health certificates. Since a very large volume of petfood comes into Canada from the USA, the new requirements place significant strains on both industry and government, which must take on a new inspection role as well as sign health certificates.

The costs of meeting these new BSE rules are significant. Also, the level of inspections and paperwork required will rise dramatically. Whether these changes will result in a disruption of trade is always a concern.

Q. **What do you see as up-and-coming issues?**

**Dzanis:** With publication of the new NRC recommendations, revision of the AAFCO Dog and Cat Food Nutrient Profiles is anticipated. New feed safety initiatives from AAFCO and FDA will also greatly impact petfood manufacturers.

**Ekedahl:** We will no doubt see more in terms of organics, natural products and novel materials. We are fortunate to have Nancy K. Cook, PFI’s vice president of technical and regulatory affairs, chairing the group working on the USDA organic petfood rules. As this group’s work proceeds, PFI and its members will have direct involvement in the formulation of the organic rules, since this is such a growing segment.

**Harrison:** The Marketing Directive is the last major piece of legislation to be reviewed under the European Commission’s white paper on food safety published in 2000. This review will keep industry busy for the coming months or even years. Thereafter, we will work to ensure existing legislation is correctly enforced across Europe.
**Plant:** The development of new regulations will be an area of major activity throughout 2007. Other major changes expected are a rewrite of the Animal By-Products Regulation 1774/2002/EC. This could lead to a number of modifications to definitions, particularly concerning the categories of raw materials (I, II and III).

Other aspects that may change include the introduction of new veterinary health certificates for the import of animal materials and products containing animal materials into the EU. It is also anticipated that the procedure for applying for the continued use of additives will be published. This will be a major activity area over the coming years for those involved in supplying or using additives in the manufacture of petfoods.

**Sellers:** Other than the Bioterrorism Act, which is fully implemented, all the others I mentioned will continue to be of concern.

**Syverson:** Regulators see trends come and go all the time. Regulation is primarily reactive. Laws are written and rules are promulgated as the result of someone doing something that they should not have. The degree to which the industry decides to comply with the laws and regulations will determine what happens in the future.

**Wilder:** The volume of regulatory issues we are dealing with has risen so drastically in the last three years that there is hardly a moment when we’re not seeing something new and of concern to our industry. Often, our industry is pulled into the scope of regulations, even though all common sense would remind regulators of the minimal risk—and the long record of safety—our products represent. Getting that message through often takes a great deal of time and effort by our industry.
Innovation leads to growth for Evanger’s

Husband-and-wife team develop natural, organic and kosher products

Since its beginning in 1935, Evanger’s Dog & Cat Food Co. Inc. has grown from a primarily private label manufacturer to one now producing some of the most innovative products on the market. Founder Fred Evanger raised Great Danes and decided to build a canning factory in close proximity to his kennels in Wheeling, Illinois, USA. Over the past 70 years, the company has turned over twice and is now owned and operated by husband-and-wife team Holly (president) and Joel Sher (vice president). The Shers purchased the company in 2002.

Joel was previously an independent supplier of meat and vegetable products to Evanger’s, and when the chance to purchase the plant came about, he and his wife took on the challenge. Joel, having supplied Evanger’s with raw meat for over 15 years, knew the company produced a quality product. Since Holly and Joel took over, Evanger’s has experienced 300% growth and now produces about 50 products.

Private label history

Evanger’s started supplying the private label market in the early 1960s, and that had become the bulk of the company’s business over the years. The Shers have been determined to grow the Evanger’s company brand into a significant player in the petfood market. Thus, they have developed many new and innovative products for the Evanger’s line. Today, the Evanger’s brand accounts for approximately 50% of the company’s overall business, but not due to a decline in private label sales.

According to Joel, “Consistent, top-quality products and excellent customer service are just two of our strong points. Being a small manufacturing company enables us to work closely with our accounts to ensure their satis-
faction.” Most ingredients are sourced locally by Sher and are procured and processed in a very short time.

**Formulating innovative products**

With the help of consultant/formulator Joe McGrath, Joel has been the creative force behind the evolution of the Evanger’s line. The innovative wet dog food products they’ve launched include Super Premium Gold Dinners, Hand-Packed Specialties, Organic, 100% Meat and Game Meats. According to Sher, they are made from high-quality, human-grade ingredients, with no additives, preservatives or by-products.

Evanger’s superpremium Hand-Packed foods are indeed packed by hand in order to “maintain the shape and nutrients of each recipe’s contents,” according to the company website. The recipes include bones and solid chunks of meat, including whole fish. All recipes with bones undergo retorting, which softens the bones, rendering them edible, soft and digestible. The company’s hand-packed line has a unique look, resembling a home-cooked stew. The products include Chunky Chicken Casserole, Whole Chicken Thighs, Whole Mackerel with Gravy, Roasted Chicken Drumette Dinner, Braised Beef Chunks with Gravy and Hunk of Beef.

**Kosher, organic and more**

The dog and cat foods from Evanger’s offer Jewish pet owners an option at Passover. Evanger’s food is suitable for kosher events or homes, according to Holly. The Chicago Rabbinical Council has even approved the food Evanger’s has created suitable for all Jewish holidays, including Passover.

Evanger’s also offers organic meals, such as the 100% Chicken and Turkey with Potatoes & Carrots Dinner and the Organic Turkey & Butternut Squash Dinner for cats. Evanger’s production facility has been certified by the Organic Crop Improvement Association (OCIA) to produce 100% organic products. OCIA International is one of the world’s oldest, largest leaders in the organic certification industry. A nonprofit, member-owned, agricultural organization, OCIA provides organic certification services and access to global organic markets, according to the organization’s website (www.ocia.org).

Evanger’s 100% natural Game Meat and poultry line (marketed as hormone and antibiotic free) supplements its dry dog foods—Dog Food with Chicken, as well as Pheasant and Brown Rice.

**Future plans**

With a 7,000-square-foot expansion of the original Evanger’s manufacturing and warehouse facility, on the site where the founder’s Great Danes once swam in their own private pool, the company has seen its sales triple (compared with 2002). The plant currently produces 60,000 pounds of product each day, manufacturing over 15 different product recipes in small batches. With a short turnaround time, the plant usually cans and labels the product for shipping the same day.

By the end of 2003, production was at full capacity for a single shift of 10 hours. This year, the company plans to staff another full line, nearly doubling its workforce of 45 employees. With future relocation and a new plant under discussion, the Shers have big plans ahead.

Talking to their customers helps Holly and Joel keep abreast of the trends that will do well in the marketplace. “We see the first glimpses of the industry and try to adapt to them quickly,” said Joel.

---

**Business basics**

**Headquarters:** Wheeling, Illinois, USA.

**Officers:** Holly Sher, president; Joel Sher, vice president.

**Annual sales:** The company has grown 300% since the Shers purchased it in 2002. Total sales undisclosed.

**Brands:** Super Premium Gold Dinners; Hand-Packed Specialties; Organic; 100% Meat Classic Line; Game Meats; Complete Classic Dinners; Super Premium Cat Dinners; Gourmet Classic Cat Dinners.

**Manufacturing:** One canning facility in Wheeling; dry dog food contracted.

**Employees:** 45

**Website:** [www.evangersdogfood.com](http://www.evangersdogfood.com)
The “complete and balanced” petfood: is it a myth?

In my research for last month’s commentary on the Association of American Feed Control Officials (AAFCO), I ran across a long-argued premise made by someone in the petfood industry that there is no such thing as a “complete and balanced” petfood. In the writer’s opinion, no single commercial food is truly suitable to serve as the sole source of nutrition, so any implication to that effect for a product is no less than blatant consumer fraud. Further, the case is argued that regulatory bodies are complicit with industry in perpetuating this myth to the detriment of the pet’s health.

Is there any basis to this contention? If so, should AAFCO abandon its efforts to define “complete and balanced” and in effect force all petfoods to be “for intermittent or supplementary feeding only”? AAFCO intends to revise its Dog and Cat Food Nutrient Profiles in the near future.

The argument against

A synopsis of the reasoning to proclaim “complete and balanced” petfood to be a myth can be found at www.wysong.net/PDFs/100complete.pdf (URL is case sensitive). Briefly, the argument is that nutrition is not a complete science. Moreover, by its very nature, our understanding of nutrition will never be completely known. Therefore, any claim that a product offers complete nutrition is a farce, and always will be a farce. Examples of cases where consumption of commercial products previously deemed to be nutritionally adequate resulted in deficiencies are given to support the premise.

Why label products as “complete and balanced,” then? Well, it is argued to be the result of a combination of arrogance and greed. Petfood companies want pet owners to feed their foods, period. Government wants to facilitate industry desires. Simply put, no one cares about the pets that eat the products, and they suffer as a result.

My response

I wholly agree with the premise that nutrition is not a complete science. However, contrary to the writer’s assertion, I don’t know any pet nutritionist who has opined otherwise or would ever support the idea that “all is known.” After all, if it were a complete science, there’d no longer be any need to train new nutritionists or do further research. That’s simply not the case.

For example, we think we have a decent understanding of vitamin D’s role in calcium metabolism, but it functions in many other ways as well that are presently only vaguely appreciated (e.g., cell differentiation, cancer, other chronic diseases). Also, there are literally dozens of vitamin D metabolites in the body. We only know about the functions of a few of them. What are the rest of them doing? The roles of carotenoids and other antioxidants, ultra-trace minerals and fibers in pet nutrition are only a few more examples where the possibility for study is ripe.

We know a lot

On a practical basis, though, we know a heck of a lot. While there’s constant subtle refinement of established requirements, research sufficient to demonstrate dietary essentiality of new substances gets tougher every day. Even with use of very refined experimental diets, the ability of scientists to detect evidence of nutritional deficiency becomes extremely difficult. Commercial diets, on the other hand, are formulated with ingredients containing very complex mixtures of substances. So, although formulated on the basis of known nutrient content, the nature of these complex ingredients generally provides for the needs of these yet-to-be discovered or appreciated nutrients as well. Thus, even if we don’t understand everything, in most cases it doesn’t make a practical difference.

I also agree that since we will never truly know all, there is no way to completely, unequivocally guarantee with 100% certainty that a given product will fully meet the nutritional needs of every individual animal to which it is fed. This is not a new concept; I’ve previously referred to the AAFCO Profiles, feeding trials, etc., as “reasonable assurances” of nutritional adequacy. However, that does not mean the effort to define what is meant by “complete...
and balanced” based on current understanding has no merit.

**The need for standards**

Although “complete” assurance is infeasible, if not a scientific impossibility, there still needs to be a way to differentiate the reasonable from the unreasonable. In other words, the true purpose of these standards is to weed out the products that are far more likely to be nutritionally inadequate based on what we do know.

Failure for a product to meet the AAFCO Profiles and/or feeding trials, as imperfect as they may be, should be taken as a sign for the pet owner not to trust nutritional claims for that product. Where the writer sees greed and arrogance, I see a noble, conscientious effort to offer sensible guidance to consumers and protect pets from potential harm.

Yes, as we learn more, nutritional recommendations are tweaked, and in the process, some diets previously thought to be adequate are found not to be. In my opinion, the alternative to enforcement of some form of nutritional standards, i.e., to throw up our hands and say nothing’s “complete,” will do more harm than good in terms of protecting pets’ health.

**Sound principles lacking**

Without some yardstick for comparison, there is no way of telling the reasonably good from the absolutely terrible. The advice to “use the same common sense in feeding your pets that you use for feeding your family” and “fresh foods fed in variety are always superior” doesn’t help, either. I’ve seen multitudes of pet diets (especially recipes for homemade formulations) where adherence to sound nutritional principles is sorely lacking. Some are grossly deficient in meeting the most basic nutrient needs. Also, I’m not sure how much common sense is out there.

Notwithstanding attempts to eat a fresh variety of foods, I suspect that my dogs and cats are eating a much closer to “complete” diet than I am, and assume that’s the case in many other households as well. In summary, while I respectfully appreciate the opinion of the writer and in fact agree with some aspects of it, I think the blanket disparagement of efforts to define “complete and balanced” petfoods is totally unwarranted. While we will most likely never know everything there is to know about pet nutrition, the pursuit of that ideal is a laudable goal.

Dr. Dzanis is a writer and independent consultant for the petfood and animal feed industries on matters related to veterinary nutrition, labeling and regulation. He can be reached at Tel: +1.661.251.3543, Fax: +1.661.251.3203, E-mail: dzanis@aol.com.
Sorghum or milo, as it is sometimes called, originates from northeast Africa and Asia and is a close cousin to millet and (sugar) cane. It is a perennial grass commonly grown as an annual grain crop in more arid climates where moisture and rainfall patterns are less conducive to the production of warm season crops like rice, corn or soybeans. Globally it is the fifth-most important grain (around 60 million tons produced annually) with the US, India and Nigeria being the top three producing countries (FAO, 2005).

**Nutrient composition and utilization**

The nutrient profile of sorghum compares favorably to corn, with starch being the largest portion (around 75%). Most of the starch is in the form of amylopectin (70-80%). The protein content is slightly higher than corn (at or above 9%) with lysine and threonine being the first and second limiting amino acids. The fat content of sorghum is slightly lower (about 3%) than corn, which is in part responsible for its lower metabolizable energy.

The essential fatty acid linoleic acid (C18:2n6) comprises greater than half the total fatty acids and another third comes from oleic acid (C18:1n9). Less than 3% of the total fatty acids come from the omega-3 linolenic acid (C18:3n3). The fiber fraction (crude fiber 2-3%) is primarily insoluble with measurable amounts of lignin (primarily ferulic and p-coumaric acid) in the seed coat. The mineral (ash 1-2%) and vitamin content are comparable to many other cereal grains.

**Sorghum for dogs, cats**

Several researchers have evaluated the use of sorghum in extruded dog and cat diets. In dogs, the extent of starch digestibility was reported to be similar to that of other grains like corn or rice (Carciofi et al., 2004; Twomey et al., 2002; Murray et al., 1999). The *in vitro* work of Murray et al. (2001) suggested that the rate of starch digestion might be slower due to the composition of the sorghum starch. Corroborating evidence of this, albeit indirect, has been reported with intravenous glucose tolerance tests. In studies with dogs (Carciofi et al., 2004; Sunvold and Bouchard, 1998) and cats (Bouchard and Sunvold, 2000) fed extruded sorghum-containing diets, concentrations of glucose were lower, time to peak glucose was longer, and the insulin response curve was dampened after a test meal containing sorghum rather than rice or corn.

Sorghum processes much like corn or rice and expands well in extruded diets. For specialty markets, sorghum is gluten free and currently non-GMO. However, despite what appears to be a generally good report card, there are very few petfood companies that use or promote sorghum as part of their foods. The question then is why?

**Condensed tannins**

The answer undoubtedly rests with sorghum’s reputation as poor-man’s corn, a name earned through some less-than-stellar feeding studies in which digestibility and performance of livestock compared unfavorably to corn. Why does this contradict the results noted above for dog and cat foods? The answer lies at the surface—the seed surface that is. For commercial trade, sorghum is classified into several groups based primarily on the seed coat (pericarp) color.

In its simplest interpretation, sorghums are either “tannin” (brown), white or a couple of incremental combinations of the two. The tannins, though not actually tannic acid like the name would suggest, are more accurately proanthocyanidins, or for simplicity “condensed tannins.” All sorghums contain these condensed tannins—some more than others.

These condensed tannins are a cauldron of different poly-phenolic compounds produced as secondary metabolites by the plant. They support the plant’s natural defense system against insect predation and mold infestation. Some sorghum varieties have been selected to better exploit these benefits (i.e., brown “bird resistant milo”). However, there is an off-setting drawback as some of the condensed tannin sub-fractions precipitate proteins, inhibit digestive enzymes (amylase inhibitor, trypsin inhibitor) and bind (chelate) trace
minerals. Because of this, it has been common to consider condensed tannins as anti-nutritional factors to avoid, especially the tannin (brown) sorghums.

The upside is that not all condensed tannins are the same. Recent research has shown that sorghum proanthocyanidins may impart health benefits. For example, the hydroxycinnamic acid and flavonoid fractions of these condensed tannins have anti-tumor (esophageal, colon), anti-viral (HIV), melanogenic and satiety effects. The flavonoid pigments (blues, purples and reds) are process-stable natural food colorings.

Further, the antioxidant properties of many of the phenolic compounds impart to sorghum a greater antioxidant capacity than found in some fruits and vegetables commonly thought to be antioxidant rich (e.g., plums, broccoli, carrots, etc.; Dykes and Rooney, 2005). Since condensed tannins are not a single compound, but rather a host of many, there is an opportunity to identify and select sorghums for beneficial properties at the expense of the antinutritional properties.

Sorghum’s potential

In the meantime, thermal processing such as extrusion and steam flaking and chemical treatment with alkali can improve performance of tannin sorghums. Currently, low tannin varieties (white, red and yellow sorghums) are more common and can be used effectively in dog and cat diets as a key ingredient in mainstream conventional diets, as well as a vital part of a diabetic and weight control regime. On the horizon, there may be opportunities to exploit the antioxidant and nutraceutical benefit of sorghum in petfood once the condensed tannin story is better clarified.

If this comes to pass, sorghum might emerge from the cloud of poor-man’s corn to that of hot new novel carb.

Dr. Greg Aldrich is president of Pet Food & Ingredient Technology Inc., which facilitates innovations in foods and ingredients for companion animals. Tel: +1.785.271.0238, Email: aldrich4@cox.net.
Adipose fatty acid composition in lipoprotein lipase-deficient cats

Normal animal fat occurs in humans and mice deficient of adipose lipoprotein lipase (LPL) activity. Subnormal adiposity found in LPL-deficient cats is indicative of limited new synthesis of fatty acids (FAs). In 14 LPL-deficient (3.0±0.1 kg) and eight normal (3.7±0.1 kg) queens, FAs in triacylglycerol (TAG), phospholipid (PL) and non-esterified FAs (NEFAs) of plasma and inguinal subcutaneous adipose were determined before and after (day 38, 61, 110, 117 and 251) dietary linseed oil supplementation (30 g/kg). By day 60, LPL-deficient queens gained body weight (+0.4±0.1 kg), developed normal body fat mass (25±2%) and were enriched in 18:3(n-3) in their plasma and adipose lipids. Study results indicate that LPL deficiency in cats reduces dietary FA storage efficiency, favors storage of saturated over unsaturated FAs and stimulates new FA synthesis substantive enough to support normal adiposity.


Cystine intensifies effect of a methionine deficiency in the cat

Foot pad dermatitis has been observed in turkeys, puppies and kittens fed diets deficient in methionine. Excess cystine aggravated the lesions and decreased body weight gain in puppies and turkeys. The objective of this study was to determine whether methionine deficiency induced perioral and foot pad lesions in kittens and whether excess cystine exacerbated the lesions. Eighteen kittens were divided into three groups and offered one of three diets: diet 1, low-methionine, low-cystine (LMLC; 1.6 g methionine and 1.6 g cystine/kg diet); diet 2, low-methionine, high-cystine (LMHC; 1.6 methionine and 15 g cystine/kg diet); diet 3, high-methionine, high-cystine (HMHC; 15 g methionine and 15 g cystine/kg diet). Kittens in the LMLC group lost body weight, whereas those in the LMHC group maintained their body weight and those in the HMHC group gained weight. Plasma methionine concentrations were significantly higher (P< 0.001) for the HMHC group than for the LMLC and LMHC groups. Plasma cyst(e)ine (sum of cysteine and cystine) concentrations were different (P< 0.001) among all three groups. Two kittens given the LMLC diet developed mild perioral lesions. All kittens receiving the LMHC diet developed foot pad lesions and severe perioral lesions. Histopathological changes observed in perioral biopsy specimens were similar to those described in protein deficiency. Results showed that a diet severely deficient in methionine causes perioral lesions in kittens, and that addition of excess cystine to the diet aggravates the perioral lesions and also causes foot pad lesions.

Opportunity knocks!
Register by March 15th to save 10% or more on Petfood Forum and Petfood Focus 2007
April 16-18 at the Hyatt Regency O’Hare Hotel, Chicago, Illinois, USA

Petfood Forum is the premier event for busy petfood industry executives like you.

It’s the only conference that offers exciting and informative sessions, plus plenty of networking opportunities and access to other professionals in this fast-growing and dynamic field.

Learn about petfood marketing, production, pet nutrition and regulatory issues. Check out all the topics at www.wattnet.com/petfoodforum.

New for 2007! Three exciting general sessions:
- Retailing extra: Pet retailing executives explain all about what pet owners want and need.
- Leaders roundtable: Petfood company CEOs on where the future of the industry is headed.
- Future trends: Gain access to our exclusive in-depth market research and take a peek at what the global petfood industry will be like in five years.

Plus! Petfood Focus 2007: Treats
April 18-19, Hyatt Regency O’Hare Hotel, Chicago, Illinois, USA

This comprehensive educational program offers an in-depth look at the exploding market for pet treats. Learn about new products around the world, one company’s success with treats, functional ingredients, production innovations, new packaging ideas, regulatory issues and more!

Register by March 15 and save 10%.
Register for both events and save even more!

Turn the page or go to www.wattnet.com/petfoodforum.

To exhibit at Petfood Forum 2007, visit www.wattnet.com/petfoodforum/exhreg.cfm
Registration Form
Or register online at www.wattnet.com/petfoodforum

Choose your event(s):
- Petfood Forum 2007 only
- Petfood Focus on Treats only
- Both Petfood Forum and Petfood Focus

Please type or print CLEARLY, IN CAPITAL LETTERS (as you would like it to appear on your name tag):

Name (last, first) ** Company name
Address City
State Zip/postal code Country/province
Phone Fax E-mail

**For additional attendees, please use a photocopy of this form, or register online at www.wattnet.com/petfoodforum.

Method of payment:
- Check
- Money order
- MasterCard
- VISA
- American Express
- Discover

Personal name on credit card Card number Expiration date

Registration for Petfood Forum 2007 includes four meals, two receptions and three refreshment breaks;
for Petfood Focus on Treats, one reception, one breakfast and one coffee break.

Please return this form with full payment (payable to Watt Publishing Co.—Petfood Forum/Focus 2007) to:

Petfood Forum/Focus 2007
122 S. Wesley Ave.
Mt. Morris, IL 61054-1497 USA
Fax +1.815.734.5631

NOTE: Registrations will not be processed without payment. Rate is determined by date payment is received. Prior to March 15, attendee registration fees are refundable minus a cancellation fee; for more information, contact Marcia Riddle at mriddle@wattnet.net or +1.815.734.5633. Substitution of registered personnel is available at no charge. Watt Publishing. Co. reserves the right to substitute speakers and change schedule as necessary. If anyone in your party requires special assistance, please contact us.

PLEASE MAKE HOTEL RESERVATIONS DIRECTLY WITH THE HYATT REGENCY O’HARE HOTEL
In the US, Canada and territories, call +1.800.233.1234. All others, call +1.847.696.1234.

Be sure to identify yourself as a Petfood Forum 2007 or Petfood Focus on Treats participant prior to March 30, 2007, to receive our special group rate. Room availability is limited; reservations will be handled on a first come, first served basis.

Are you interested in exhibiting at Petfood Forum 2007?
Register online at www.wattnet.com/petfoodforum/exhreg.cfm

Or contact Ginny Stadel at +1.815.734.5691 or gstadel@wattnet.net, Steve Akins at +1.919.387.7961 or sakins@wattnet.net, or Tineke van Spanje (Europe) at +31.495.526155 or tvanspanje@wattnet.net.
Vibratory boot-mounted rotary feeders
A new line of boot-mounted rotary feeders for retrofitting on existing bucket conveyors or bucket elevators has been introduced by Gough Econ Inc. The new rotary feeders are easy to install and retrofit on all bucket conveyors from 9 inches to 48 inches wide, says the company. They are powered by two vibratory motors mounted directly onto the load unit of existing bucket conveyors or elevators.

Gough Econ Inc., P.O. Box 668583, Charlotte, NC 28266-8583 USA, Tel: +1.800.264.6844, Fax: +1.704.392.8706, E-mail: sales@goughecon.com, Website: www.goughecon.com.

Shrink labeler provides flexibility
PDC International has introduced a heavy-duty, highly flexible shrink sleeving machine that runs both tamper-evident neckbands and shrink-sleeve labels. Marketed as the R-200 Evolution series, this system is engineered for continuous operation at speeds between 50 and 200 cpm. It provides precise graphic orientation and accommodates sleeve diameters from 38 mm to 175 mm (sleeve height of 67-250 mm). Containers can be filled or empty, and the R-200 Evolution’s product handling system accommodates virtually any product size and shape, including round, oval and square packages.

PDC International, 8 Sheehan Ave., South Norwalk, CT 06854 USA, Tel: +1.203.853.1516, Fax: +1.203.854.0834, Website: www.pdc-corp.com.

Bench-top O2 analyzer
Mocon Inc. introduces the Pac Check Model 840 Package Integrity Test System. The bench-top Model 840 calculates an oxygen headspace reading, along with the real and accurate leak rate of a package. The system produces an absolute leak number based on the application of Poiseuille’s law, which yields a total “hole” diameter leak size based on measurements of pressure and flow.

Mocon Inc., Steve Bunnell, 7500 Boone Ave. N., Minneapolis, MN 55428 USA, Tel: +1.763.493.6370, Fax: +1.763.493.6358, E-mail: sbunnell@mocon.com, Website: www.mocon.com.

Product News

Petfood Industry REPRINTS
Take Advantage of Your Editorial Exposure
Customized reprint products of articles from Petfood Industry create powerful marketing tools that serve as instantly credible endorsements.

Reprints create a strong message for:
• Sales Aids
• Tradeshow Handouts
• Media Kit Supplements
• Educational Programs
• Direct Mail Campaigns
• Recognition/Investor Confidence

Call us today to learn more about how you can benefit from this cost-effective method of personalizing your marketing content.

Fostereprints 866.879.9144 sales@fostereprints.com
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➤ **VIV Asia.** March 7-9, 2007, Bangkok, Thailand. Contact: Richard de Boer, VNU Exhibitions Europe, P.O. Box 8800, 3503 RV Utrecht, Netherlands, Tel: +31.30.295.2714, Fax: +31.30.295.2809, E-mail: richard.de.boer@vnuexhibitions.com, Website: www.vnuexhibitions.com or www.viv.net.


➤ **Expo Zoo.** March 18-20, 2007, Paris, France. Contact: Expo Zoo, 45 Ave. George V, 75008 Paris, France, Tel: +33.1.53.57.62.24, Fax: +33.1.53.57.62.01, E-mail: Veronique.oury@europ-expo.com, Website: www.expozoos.com.

➤ **Animal Agriculture Alliance Stakeholders Summit.** March 19 – 21, 2007, Sheraton Crystal City Hotel, Arlington, Virginia, USA. Contact: Animal Agriculture Alliance, Tel: +1.703.562.5160, Fax: +1.703.524.1921, Website: www.animalagalliance.org.

➤ **Japan Pet Fair.** March 29-April 1, 2007, Pacifico Yokohama, Tokyo, Japan. Contact: Tomo Miura, Tel: +81.3.3512.5674, E-mail: jpf2007@smj.co.jp, Website: www.jppma.or.jp/2007jpf/e/index.html.

➤ **Petfood Forum.** April 16-18, 2007, Hyatt Regency O’Hare Hotel, Chicago, Illinois, USA. Contact: Marcia Riddle, Watt Publishing Co., 122 S. Wesley Ave., Mt. Morris, Illinois 61054 USA, Fax: +1.815.734.5631, E-mail: mriddle@wattnet.net, Website: www.wattnet.com/petfoodforum.

➤ **Petfood Focus on Treats.** April 18-19, 2007, Hyatt Regency O’Hare Hotel, Chicago, Illinois, USA. Contact: Marcia Riddle, Watt Publishing Co., 122 S. Wesley Ave., Mt. Morris, Illinois 61054 USA, Fax: +1.815.734.5631, E-mail: mriddle@wattnet.net, Website: www.wattnet.com/petfoodforum.


For a complete list of 2007 events, visit Petfood Industry Online at www.petfoodindustry.com and send meeting dates to Jenny Kvamme at jkvamme@wattnet.net. Include dates, location, contact name, address, phone, fax, E-mail and website.

Looking to balance taste and nutrition?

Talk to Peterson.

We have the ingredients for your success. For over 40 years, The Peterson Company has been providing the pet food industry with top quality, specialized pet food ingredients and services. During that time, our wealth of technical expertise has put us at the forefront of new product development.

Our broad exposure to the industry helps us in coordinating the research and development of new potential ingredients and formulating them into marketable products. Our commitment to ingredient technology can work for you.

We are also adept and experienced at developing entirely new proprietary ingredients to meet your specifications, with assured confidentiality. Whether you’re looking for a new variety, or just want to add some spice to your existing line, call The Peterson Company.

**Our products produced in USA**

The Peterson Company
P.O. Box 60 * Battle Creek, MI 49016
Ph: (269) 979-9227 * Fax: (269) 979-9227
Website: www.thepetersoncompany.com
E-mail: sales@thepetersoncompany.com
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**Manufacture Quality Product with the Best Altima Hammermill**

*Proven, Trouble Free Performance In difficult grind applications.*

Mill Technology Company, Inc.
763-553-7416
888-799-5988
gary@mill-technology.com

**Batches Systems • Extrusion Automation Manufacturing Execution Systems**

Check out the ROI Calculator
www.bciautopilot.com

** Bachelor Controls, Inc.**

Systems Integration For Manufacturing
785.264.3482 • www.bachelorcontrols.com

**Your Source for Healthy Whole Grains**

* Certified Organic
* Non-GMO
* Amaranth
* Conventional Grains

* Cereal Grains
* Fibers
* Specialty Grains
* Specialty Ingredients

**MILLED Whole Grains Available**

* AIB “Superior” Facility
* Kosher
* HACCP Program

800-243-7264 • www.hesco-inc.com

**Midwest Agri-Commodities**

Sugar Beet Pulp suppliers to the pet food industry representing 4 farmer-owned co-operatives with 12 factories across the U.S.

**de Rosier, Inc.**

Specializing in Pet Food Ingredients milled from:

- corn
- wheat
- rice
- barley
- flax
- rye
- oats

John M. de Rosier 612-339-3566
E-Mail: jderosier@derosierinc.com

Roberto Bari 612-339-3599
E-Mail: rbari@derosierinc.com

Fax: 612-339-3568

**DANISCO**

Providing a Wide Range of Solutions For All Types of Pet Food

Gum Blends
Functional Systems
Texturants
Specialty Sweeteners
Antioxidants
Emulsifiers
Cultures
Enzymes

Contact:
fizul.bacchus@danisco.com
Tel: 416-757-4126
Fax: 416-757-9243
Mobile: 416-896-4487
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Looking for a New Job? Visit a New Web Site

See www.PetFoodIndustryJobs.com

WE BUY AND SELL USED FEED AND GRAIN EQUIPMENT

- Pellet Mills • Coolers • Dryers • Duster Mills
- Flakers • Crushers • Sewing Lines • Mixers
- Waves • Dust Filters • Air Pumps • Complete Feed Mills
- All replacement parts for Instaco extruders
- New Cones extruders & replacement parts for Instaco Model 2000 & 2500 rebuilt extruders.

LARGE INVENTORY IN STOCK
CONTINENTAL AGRA EQUIPMENT, INC.
1801 S. Spencer Rd., Newton, KS 67114
Ph: 316-283-9602 • Fax: 316-283-9584
E-mail: gary@continentalagra.com
Web: www.continentalagra.com

TipTrak bucket elevators
- quiet
- spillage free
- gentle handling
- low maintenance

UNITRAK
905.885.8168 www.unitrak.com

QUALITY INGREDIENTS FOR PET NUTRITION
Chicken Meal
Chicken Fat (EU Approved)
Low Ash Chicken By Product Meal (EU Approved)
Poultry By Product Meal

QUALITY FRESH & FROZEN INGREDIENTS FOR PET NUTRITION
Chicken Livers
Chicken Heart and Livers
Chicken Heart, Liver, and Lungs
Chicken Hearts
Chicken By Products Viscera
Chicken Mechanical Debone Meat
Chicken Eggs
Contact: Michael Gammel
mgammel@pilgrimspride.com
903.575.3924 • 972.290.8354

Sumitomo Chemical America, Inc.
335 Madison Ave., Suite 830 NY, NY 10017
QUALITY WITHOUT QUESTION
• Biotin • D L Methionine
Phone: 1-888-848-0200 • Contact: jharms@sumichem.com

Vegetable Blend
Unique blend of carrots, celery, beets, parsley, lettuce, watercress and spinach
LaBudde Group Inc
800-776-3610
262-375-9111
Product solutions from concept to completion

Fast/Friendly Service
HIGH QUALITY WEAR PARTS
For most common Extruders
• Cast D-2 Knives • Wear Rings
• Insert Dies • Knifeholders
• Die Plates • Misc. Machined Parts
Manufactured to OEM or Customers Specifications.
Over 15 years experience supplying precision parts to the Feed & Petfood Manufacturing Industry.

New Technology Inc.
11063 Highway 59 North, Gravettes, AR 72736
Telephone: 479-787-4772 Fax: 479-787-9977
1-800-664-0602
Home page: www.newtechnology.com

The Best Pet Food Ingredients The World Has To Offer.

Kenelwood Inc.
Twenty-five years of pet food testing for palatability and nutritional adequacy.
217 356-3539
email: dowatts@aol.com

Kennelwood Inc.
217 356-3539
email: dowatts@aol.com

VEGETABLE BLEND
Unique blend of carrots, celery, beets, parsley, lettuce, watercress and spinach
LaBudde Group Inc
800-776-3610
262-375-9111
Product solutions from concept to completion

FOR SALE
Reconditioned Cooking Extruders & Dryers
Single & Twin Screw Designs
• CLEXTAL • WENGER
• EXTRU-TECH • AEROGLIDE
EXTRU-TECH, INC.
100 Airport Road
Savetha, KS 66534
extru- tech@extrutech.com

Sumitomo Chemical America, Inc.
335 Madison Ave., Suite 830 NY, NY 10017
QUALITY WITHOUT QUESTION
• Biotin • D L Methionine
Phone: 1-888-848-0200 • Contact: jharms@sumichem.com

Kennelwood Inc.
217 356-3539
email: dowatts@aol.com
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- quiet
- spillage free
- gentle handling
- low maintenance

UNITRAK
905.885.8168 www.unitrak.com

QUALITY INGREDIENTS FOR PET NUTRITION
Chicken Meal
Chicken Fat (EU Approved)
Low Ash Chicken By Product Meal (EU Approved)
Poultry By Product Meal

QUALITY FRESH & FROZEN INGREDIENTS FOR PET NUTRITION
Chicken Livers
Chicken Heart and Livers
Chicken Heart, Liver, and Lungs
Chicken Hearts
Chicken By Products Viscera
Chicken Mechanical Debone Meat
Chicken Eggs
Contact: Michael Gammel
mgammel@pilgrimspride.com
903.575.3924 • 972.290.8354

Sumitomo Chemical America, Inc.
335 Madison Ave., Suite 830 NY, NY 10017
QUALITY WITHOUT QUESTION
• Biotin • D L Methionine
Phone: 1-888-848-0200 • Contact: jharms@sumichem.com

Kennelwood Inc.
217 356-3539
email: dowatts@aol.com
Model 3597 Inglett Bag Pro™
Versatility. Simplicity. Efficiency.

With all packaging elements integrated into a single touch-screen terminal, Fischbein® Company’s 3597 Inglett Bag Pro quickly and easily hangs, fills and closes up to 22 bags a minute. Used with your electronic net weigh scale or auger filling system, the 3597 will streamline your operation.

- No bag-no dump feature
- 500-bag magazine capacity

Fischbein is a registered trademark of Fischbein Company.
**Marketplace**

**BARR**

3D & 4D MDB
Hand deboned beef
Semi load lots
Satisfaction Guaranteed
800-826-2341 Fax: (715) 267-7214

**Profood**

www.profoodinternational.com
Serving Your Ingredient Needs
Natamycin, Nisin, Sorbic & Fumaric acid
Taurine, L-Cysteine, Amino Acids
Glucosamine, Specialty sugars
Stevia, Natural Red Color, FOS
Thiamine (B1), Vit.E Oil, Vit.C
Tel: 1-888-288-0081
Fax: (630)-572-9905

**LEGACY FOODS**

TSP® (textured soy protein)
Canned dog and cat food applications
Additional product offerings
Flavored analogs, soy protein isolates, soy protein concentrates, soy flour as well as TWP® (textured wheat protein)
LEGACY FOODS
2701 East 11th Ave. • Hutchinson, KS 67504-1099
1-800-835-5006
www.legacyfoods.com

**WILBUR-ELLIS**

WE SPECIALIZE IN:
- EU Certified Lamb Meal, Lamb MDM, Lamb Organs
- Import and Domestic Fishmeals
- Venison, Pork, Beef & Poultry Products
- Spray Dried Brewers Yeast
- Dehydrated Potatoes, Potato Protein & Potato Fiber
- Peas, Pea Fiber and Pea Flour
- Tallow & Vegetable Oils
- Tomato Pomace & Organic Ingredients

VALUE ADDED SERVICES:
- Custom Blending & Formulations
- Custom Packaging & Antioxidant Applications
- Just-In-Time Deliveries from International Markets

CONTACT US:
613 649-2031 (ph) 613 649-2034 (fx)
dafelski@wecon.com
Visit us on the web:
WWW.WILBUR-ELLISFEED.COM

**Positions Available**
Openings for sales and marketing personnel, nutritionists, processing experts - rapidly growing national leader in uncompromised, science-based, superior protein, natural pet foods, clinical diets, and supplements. Send resume to:
Wagging Corporations, 1000 East Lake Ave, P.O. Box 9123, Itasca, IL 60143
Fax: (847) 494-9597 Email: cedmsw@wagging.com

**Creative Formulation Concepts LLC**
CFC’s Petfood Formulation Model is an uncomplicated approach to complex recipes
www.creativeformulation.com
888-787-0014

**Jedwards International, Inc.**
Leading supplier of Omega-3 Oils
Supplier of Bulk Specialty Oils to the Food, Dietary Supplement and Cosmetic Industries
tel: 617-472-9300
d: 617-472-9359
www.bulknaturaloils.com

**Blue Ridge Kennel**
USDA registered research facility performing petfood testing since 1975.
Traditional and in-home panels available.
Contact: Paul Piessner
telephone: 334/567-8195

**TOMATO POMACE**

LaBudde Group
262-375-9111

Wild Alaskan Salmon Oil
Salmon Protein Hydrolysate
Private Label Opportunities Available
Veterinary Resource Group
1-253-581-1880
e-mail: sales@vrg-usa.com

**Romer Labs, Inc.**
Mycotoxin Detection Test Kits: Fluorometric, ELISA, and Lateral Flow - offered in Qualitative and Quantitative Formats
Using HPLC and TLC Of official Reference Methods
Stephanie Tinsley, Sales Manager
Romer Labs, Inc.
1301 Sylvisider Drive, Union, MO 63084
636-583-8600 www.romerlabs.com
e-mail: stephanie.tinsley@romerlabs.com
Could petfood become part of the clone wars?

About this time five years ago, the cloning of the first domestic cat set off a lot of buzz and controversy. Now the company behind all that, Genetic Savings and Clone, is out of business, according to its website. But people wishing to preserve their pets’ DNA for possible future cloning have several other companies to turn to, some of which—ViaGen and Cyagra, for example—are involved in cloning livestock.

These animals are at the center of the latest round of the clone wars, a battle jump-started by the US Food and Drug Administration’s (FDA) announcement at the end of 2006 that it considers products from cloned livestock safe for human consumption. The agency’s draft risk assessment that meat and milk from clones of adult cattle, pigs and goats (and their offspring) are “as safe to eat as food from conventionally bred animals” could pave the way for approval of the sale of such products (see www.fda.gov/cvm/cloning.htm). If this happens with food for humans, is it a stretch to imagine products from cloned animals going into petfood?

Not a done deal

The FDA announcement by no means ensures we’ll soon be eating steak or drinking milk from cloned cows, let alone that our pets will. The agency will collect public comment on the draft risk assessment and its related documents for 90 days, then weigh that and other input in releasing a final report, expected by the end of the year. Even if that leads to approval of the sale of meat and dairy products from cloning, those products wouldn’t appear in supermarkets for at least five years, experts say.

Proponents of cloning insist it’s just one more tool, like artificial insemination, to help farmers breed their best animals and pass along desirable traits such as disease resistance and high-quality meat. Because cloned animals are still rare and worth a lot of money, any food resulting from cloning would probably come from sexually reproduced offspring and descendents of clones (see www.agweb.com).

Unfavorable ratings

Consumers’ perspectives, however, still seem to lean negative:

- A 2006 study from the International Food Information Council (www.ific.org) shows that 59% of US adults give animal cloning an unfavorable rating. 46% are unfavorable toward the use of cloned animals for breeding and 58% say they’re unlikely to purchase foods from cloned animals or their offspring.

- NationalGeographic.com reports a December 2006 survey by the Pew Initiative on Food and Biotechnology showing that 64% of respondents are uncomfortable with animal cloning and 43% believe “cloned food” is unsafe.

- A 2006 survey by the International Dairy Food Association (www.idfa.org) found that 14% of women shoppers would boycott all dairy products if milk from clones is introduced into the food supply.

Would people feel the same about their pets’ food? My guess is yes. And questions over approval and acceptance don’t end at US borders; if products from cloning enter the US human or petfood supply, what would that mean for their exportation prospects?

Another FDA notice

Despite the ethical and safety concerns, I don’t believe this issue is likely to go the way of pet cloning—a fleeting, well-hyped trend or quirky extravagance. (As much as I miss my recently deceased cat, I wouldn’t go to the trouble or expense of cloning her or banking her DNA.) It will bear watching whether food products from cloned animals end up on retail shelves.

Meanwhile, the FDA has also announced approval of Pfizer Inc.’s Slentrol, the first prescription weight-loss drug for dogs. So perhaps a more immediate concern for the industry is how pet owners are overfeeding products currently on the shelves.

Phillips-Donaldson is editor-in-chief of Petfood Industry magazine. E-mail her at dphillips@wattnet.net.
Winning Brands
Dress for Success

It's a dog eat dog world where shelf appeal means life or death to your brand. Dress your best with high impact packaging, resealable convenience, and sustained freshness.

Your brand's success is in the bag with Peel Plastics.

Call: 1-905-456-3660
Visit: www.peelplastics.com
Wenger Petfood Systems . . . for those who crave **superiority** in production.

Dogs, cats and most other pets certainly don’t care what type of pet food extrusion and drying equipment you use in your operation . . . as long as the food meets their discriminating taste.

But, the unparalleled performance, versatility and cost-savings potential of Wenger’s petfood systems are tremendously appealing to manufacturers and processors worldwide. Product shapes, texture, density and palatability can all be maintained within the strictest quality control limits.

Our extruders feature on-line control of mechanical energy to meet specific target density or texture. And via Wenger’s new Waste Recycling System, any wet, under-processed product from system startup can be totally recycled for improved plant efficiency.

As the world’s longtime leader in petfood production, Wenger is uniquely positioned to give you the tools you need to succeed — whether you already know which tools you want or you need our process expertise to guide you.

Put a Wenger system to work in your operation and discover the type of quality and performance that pets around the world will always appreciate.